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We prove that with the possible exception of total orders every tournament with sharply 
transitive group of automorphisms is simple. 
1. Introduction 
A tournament T is a set V together with a binary, irreflexive relation E 
satisfying the so-called trichotomy condition: 
(T) If x #y, then either (x, y) E E or (y, X) E E. An example is the set Z of 
integers with the relation <. 
If the relation E is transitive, i.e., if (x, y) E E and (y, z) E E imply that 
(x, z) E E, we speak of a transitive tournament or a total order. Clearly (Z, <) is a 
total order. 
We tend to visualize tournaments by considering every edge (x, y) E E as an 
arrow leading from x to y. In this sense every tournament can also be considered 
as a complete graph in which every edge is oriented in some direction. 
We shall also say that x dominates y if (x, y) E E and that a subset A of V(T) 
dominates a subset B of V(T) if every element of A dominates every element of 
B. The automorphism group of a tournament T will be denoted by Aut T. 1 will 
denote the unit element of this group, i.e., the identity mapping. We say that 
Aut T is transitive, if there is a # E Aut T to every pair X, y of elements of V(T) 
such that +x = y. If @x #x for any $ E Aut T\ { l} and any x E V(T) we call 
Aut T jixed point free. A transitive fixed free group is also called a sharply 
transitive group. It is easy to see that Aut(Z, <) is transitive and fixed point free. 
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Tournaments on a set V are in one-to-one correspondence with commutative 
binary algebras (V, -) which satisfy 
(Sometimes, these algebras are called quasitrivial algebras.) A partition V = VI U 
. - . U V, is called a congruence of T if it is a congruence of the associated algebra. 
Equivalently, VI U . . - U V, is a congruence if for every i #j either v dominates q 
or t$ dominates L$. For the sake of brevity a congruence will also mean a 
congruence class. A tournament is called simple if it does not contain any 
nontrivial congruence (i.e., a congruence different from V and {{x} ; x E V}). 
These notions were studied in [2-41. Particularly, it was proved in [2] that 
every even group may be represented by a simple tournament. 
One can also check that TRRs of groups given in [l] provide examples of 
simple tournaments. Here we strengthen these particular results by showing the 
following. 
Theorem. Let T be a tournament with sharply transitive automorphism group. 
Then either T is a linear ordering or T is simple. 
Note that [5] constructs linear orders with sharply transitive automorphism 
groups which are distinct from Z. One can prove that (Z, <) is the only countable 
linear order with sharply transitive automorphism group (see [6]). Examples of 
[5] are uncountable. 
2. Preliminaries 
As we shall also consider tournaments as oriented graphs, we shall often call 
V(T) the vertex set and E(T) the edge set of T and use other concepts as 
introduced for graphs. In particular, we shall speak of subtournaments induced by 
a certain set of vertices and of strongly connected components of a tournament, 
i.e., of those maximal subtournaments S of T which have the property that for 
any two vertices X, y of S there is an oriented path from x to y. (Z, <) is not 
strongly connected and the strongly connected components of (Z, <) are the 
single vertex subsets. 
Every strongly connected component of a tournament is a congruence and 
every strongly connected component K of a congruence % of T (i.e., of the 
tournament induced by Ye) is a strongly connected component of T. 
We shall also make use of the fact that the union of two congruences %,, %$ 
which have non-empty intersection is also a congruence. Furthermore, if the sets 
%\K, %n %> %\% 
are all non-empty they are congruences. 
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If Aut T is fixed point free the subtournaments induced by proper congruences 
must be asymmetric, i.e., must have trivial automorphism group. For, suppose % 
is a proper congruence of T and @ is a nontrivial automorphism of the 
tournament induced by Fe. Then the mapping r/~ : V(T)+ V(T) defined by 
qj%=@and I/.JI(V(T)\%)=~ is an automorphism which fixes all elements of 
V(T)\ (e. 
We also note that a tournament T with transitive fixed point free group cannot 
contain automorphisms of odd order, for otherwise Aut T would contain an 
involution +. However, this is not possible since no automorphism of a 
tournament can transpose two vertices. Hence every finite tournament with 
transitive, fixed point free group has odd order. 
Lemma 1. Let T be a finite tournament with fixed point free transitive automorph- 
ism groups. Then T has no proper congruence. 
Proof. Let ITI = 2n + 1. Because Aut T is transitive every vertex x of T is the 
origin of n edges and the terminus of n edges. Thus, no proper congruence of T 
can have more than n elements. 
Suppose % is a proper maximal congruence of T, x, y E % and +X = y. Clearly 
$% # % as Aut T is fixed point free. But then $% U % is a congruence with 
I%] < I#@ U %I < 2n 
in contradiction to the maximality of %. q 
Lemma 2. Let T be a tournament with transitive, Jixed point free automorphism 
group and a nontrivial, finite congruence. Then T is isomorphic to (Z, <). 
Proof. Let VZ be a finite, nontrivial congruence of T. If (%I > 2 we choose x, y E % 
and @ E Aut T with $x = y. Clearly @% # %?. Clearly @(e\ %, @% U %, %\ tp% 
and % U qb% are congruences. Since I%‘] > 2 at least one of the sets @%\ % and 
$% rl V has two or more elements. If it has more than two we repeat the process 
until we end up with a congruence with exactly two elements. 
We can thus assume that % = {x, y}, #x =y and (x, y) E T. Starting with the 
observation that (e U 4% is a congruence it is not hard to see that the orbit 
C7+ (%) = O+(X) is a congruence. 
The tournament induced by O+(x) is transitive and must therefore be T itself. 
Since it cannot be finite by Lemma 1 it consists of the distinct vertices 
x, = @“x, n E Z. 
Clearly (x,, x,+i) E T. Furthermore, all intervals [x0, x,] are congruences by 
construction. Since (x,, x,+i) E T this implies that (x,, x,) E T for all n > 0 and 
finally that (x,, xk+,,) E T for all k E Z, i.e., (x,, x,) E T iff m <n. Thus, T is 
isomorphic to (Z, <). 0 
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Corollary. An undirected graph with transitive, fixed point free automorphism 
group can have no finite congruences, i.e., no finite externally related subgraphs. 
Proof. Let G be such a graph. As before one shows that G contains a congruence 
% of size two. But such a congruence is not asymmetric. 0 
Lemma 3. Let T be a tournament with transitive, fixed point free automorphism 
group. Then T contains no maximal proper congruence. 
Proof. Suppose T contains a maximal proper congruence V. We choose x, y E % 
and let C#J be the automorphism with @x = y. 
Then clearly @%’ # 5%‘. Also, it is not possible that ~$55 is properly contained in 
V or that % is properly contained in #%. Both possibilities would violate the 
maximality of %. 
Hence, #%\ %, @%Y n % and %‘\#O are nonempty. But then $% U Ce is a 
congruence. It cannot be proper, because then %’ would not be maximal. Thus 
% U $%Y = V(T) and V(T) is the union of Ce\$% with c#J%. 
Since (e\#% and C#J% are distinct congruences one has to dominate the other. 
Suppose Ce\$% dominates #%. Then $%\ I$@%‘, which is non-empty because 
(e\ $55’ is non-empty, dominates c#@%. Thus if there is an element a E (% \ I#J%‘) f~ 
&#r”e it is dominated by every element in @% n c#@%, i.e., by some element in 
4%. This is not possible, because %‘\ #‘% dominates c$%. Hence, 
and $% c %. This contradiction proves the lemma. 0 
3. Proof of Theorem 
Theorem. Let T be a tournament with transitive, fixed point free automorphism 
group. If T is not a total order it is congruence free. 
Proof. Suppose T satisfies the assumptions of the theorem and contains a proper 
congruence. By Lemma 2 and 3 we can further assume that T contains neither 
finite nor maximal proper congruences. We shall show in several steps that T 
must be a total order. 
Step 1. Let C$ E Aut T, # # 1. Then every orbit of @ is infinite. 
Proof. Let x, @x, G2x, . . . , @“x =x be a finite orbit 0 and let % be the minimal 
congruence containing {x, $(x)}. 
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Since 0’ is finite it contains a cycle and is therefore contained in %. Clearly 0 is 
also contained in $%. Thus the intersection 
is a proper congruence containing 6. By the minimality of % we must have 
in violation of the fixed point property of T. 
On the other hand, since we assume that there exists a proper congruence but 
no maximal one, there exists a chain 
of proper congruences whose union is V(T). But then every finite set of vertices 
of T is contained in some %$. Since this must also hold for {x, @x} the congruence 
% generated by {x, #x} is contained in some 55, and therefore (e cannot be 
V(T). •i 
Note that the last paragraph also implies that any two points X, y in T generate 
a proper congruence. 
Step 2. Let 1 # # E Aut T and x E T. Then the orbit O’+(x) induces a transitive 
tournament. Furthermore, if %Y is the proper congruence generated by {x, $x} we 
have O+(x) n % = {x, c$x}. 
Proof. Let y = @x and suppose {x, y} E 55. Then $% = Ce by the minimality of %. 
As $% = % violates the fixed point property we thus have {x, y} + $Ce, i.e., 
x$@Z. 
But then $-‘x $ ‘% and, interchanging the roles of x and $ with those of y and 
@-‘, we see that @y $ %. We now introduce the notation xi = G’(x) and note that 
y, Xi) E T implies (x;+k, Xj+k) E T for every k E Z. Also, let (x, Y) E T, i.e., 
xk, xk+,) E T for all k. 
If Q@(X) l-l ce f {x, Y > we can furthermore assume without loss of generality 
that some xk, k > 1, is in %. Let n be the minimum of all such k. By the above 
n 3 3. Consider any xi in the interval 
[ x2, x3, . . . t x,-J c V(T)\ %. 
If (x1, xi) E T we also have (x0, xi) E T because x0, x, E % and xi $ %. But then 
(xi, xi+,) = ($x0, @xi) E T. Since (xl, x2) E T this implies (x,, x,-J E T, which 
contradicts (xn _ , , x,) E T as x ,, x, E % and x,_~ $ V. Thus, 0+(x) fl % = {x, y}. 
Finally, we see by the above that (x0, xi) E T for any positive i and thus, 
applying appropriate powers of @, any (Xi> xk) E T for j # k, i.e., f&,(x) induces a 
transitive tournament. 0 
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Step 3. Let %, #, x, y be defined as in Step 2 and let 6 be any orbit of 4 distinct 
from C&(x). Then lo1lCe1=~3 and if orl(e#O it is of the form ($5 IOsiSk} 
forsomezEQandks2. 
Proof. We first observe that (c, x,) E T for all c E % and n > 1 because (x, x,) E T 
for n > 1. Similarly, (x-,, c) E T for all c E %’ and n > 0 as (x_,, x) E T for all 
n >O. 
Now, set 0 = {zn = $“z ( n E Z} and suppose z,, zi, zi, zk E % where 0 < i < j < 
k. By the above (z,, xz) E T and therefore also 
$-“(G, ~2) = (20, x2-4 E T. 
But this is not possible since 2 - k < 0. Hence, 10 fl ‘%e( G 3. 
Suppose zi $ ofl (e for i < 0 and z,, E On Ce. Clearly, On % can contain no z, 
with k > 3. Suppose it contains z,. Since either (zo, z,), (z,, ZJ E T or (zr, zo), 
(G, 2,) E T and zo, z2 are in the congruence ‘% z1 also must be in %‘. q 
Step 4. Let %, @, x, y be given as in Step 2. Then % meets every +-orbit. 
Proof. Let B be any $-orbit distinct from Q+(x) and suppose ofI %’ = 0. We 
show first that 0 dominates % or vice versa. 
For, suppose (zo, c) E T for z. E 6 and c E %. Then (zo, x) and (zo, y) = (zo, $x) 
are also in T. Setting z, = @“z. we see that (z,, x), (z,, y) E T implies 
and 
$(r,, x) = (rn+,r Y) E T 
@-‘(z,z, Y) = b-1, xl E Z-. 
Hence, (z,, c) E T for all n E Z. 
But if 0 dominates %, then @7’= 0 dominates #%’ and thus 0 dominates the 
orbit I?$,(%) of % under $. 
Hence, if we define r& by I+II 1 O+(%‘) = 4 1 O+(Y) and 3 = 1 elsewhere we 
obtain an automorphism violating the fixed point property of T unless ‘6’ meets 
every G-orbit. Cl 
Step 5. If (z, $2) E T for one z E T it holds for all z E T. 
Together with Step 2 this means that all orbits of # are transitive and ‘oriented 
in the same direction’. 
Proof. Let %‘, #, x, y be given as in Step 2 and let z E T. We can assume without 
loss of generality that z is in some orbit 0 with 
On%={@z,,(Osisk), 
where 0 < k s 2. 
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Since (xi, x2) E T we have (q, x2) E T as x2 $ Ce but xi, z,, E %‘. Then 
#-‘(zO, x2) = (z_~, x,,) is in T and thus (z_~, 2”) because z_~ 4 %? but x,,, z, E %. 
Now the transitivity of 0 implies (z, $2) E T. 0 
Step 6. If T contains a cycle then V also contains a cycle. 
Proof. Suppose 2’ = {v,, vr, . . . , uk} is a cycle of T with 
modulo k. Then % meets at most k + 1 orbits of @, 
0 G m s k. We choose notation such that 
q = {Zi,j = @‘z; 1 i E Z}, 
(Vi, 21i+l) E T; indices 
say 4,G,...,%, 
where Zi,j $ % for j < 0 and Zi,” E %. By transitivity we can assume v0 = z,,~ and by 
Step 5 (z, @z) E T for all z. 
Let (Zi,r, Zj,,) E T, where i fj. Suppose r > S. Then 
(zi,o, zj,,-,) E T. 
Since s - r < 0, Zj,,_r $ 92. However, since z~,~, zj,O E % we have (z~,~), z,,,_,) E T, in 
contradiction to the orientation of oj. 
Since (Zi,rt Zi,,) E T iff r <s we thus have r G s for any (z~,~, zj,,) E T. But then all 
vertices of Z are of the form z~,~, 1 G i c m. q 
To complete the proof of the theorem we observe that any proper congruence 
must induce an asymmetric tournament, otherwise we obtain a contradiction to 
the fixed point property of T. In particular every strongly connected component 
of V must be asymmetric. 
If T is not a total order it contains a cycle. Choosing notation 92, @, X, y as in 
Step 3 we can assume that % contains a cycle by Step 6. 
Let K be the strongly connected component of % containing this cycle and a, b 
be different vertices of K. By transitivity there is a q E Aut T with +a = b. Since 
K is also a strongly connected component of T we have I/JK = K, but this again 
contradicts the assumption that the action of Aut T is fixed point free. 0 
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